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Model: Laga 
Manufactured in: Spain-Europe (EU)
Designers: Silvia Ceñal

The Laga table is the fruit of a new collaboration with the native 
San Sebastian designer, Silvia Ceñal. The metal legs, which can be 
lacquered in a variety of our colours, add a unique touch to the 
design. The fact that the tabletop does not entirely rest on the 
legs allows a greater appreciation of this detail and provides more 
visual lightness. The Laga table is available in both extensible and 
non-extensible versions.

1. Measurements

Extension system:

Fixed 
W 55.12" 
H  29.13"
D   27.56"

Fixed 
W 55.12" / 63" / 70.87" / 78.74" (+21.6")
H  29.13"
D   37.40"

Extending 
W 55.12" / 63" / 70.87" / 78.74" (+21.6")
H  29.13"
D   37.40"
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Tops:

Wood veneer: DM board covered with Wood veneer.
UV cured varnish in faces and polyurethane in edges.

Lacquer: DM board coated with acrylic lacquer.

Fenix®: DM board covered with stratified Fenix and 
polyurethane varnish in the edges

Legs:

Beech solid wood covered with wood veneer and varnished 
with polyurethane.

Metal structure:

8mm-thick steel sheet covered with epoxy paint on both 
sides, connected by 2 60*30 tubes for fixed tables.

8mm-thick steel sheet covered with epoxy paint on both 
sides, connected by aluminium sliders with epoxy paint for 
extendable tables.

2. Materials

3. Finishes

Top and legs:

Treku woods excepting sega finishes.

Metallic structure and profile:

Treku colors.

All our products are duly packaged (cardboard, foams and 
Styrofoam). Our carriers are the most demanding for the 
characteristics of our products.

All our products include assembly instructions for their 
correct installation. 

See attached document.

For any technical question, do not hesitate to contact our 
technical department.

The products have 2 years guarantee as long as its 
installation is carried out by professionals of the sector 
and the use of the material is adequate. Treku accepts no 
liability for any incident arising from the mishandling of 
the products supplied.

Wood, being a natural product, may have small 
differences in texture, color and pattern. Treku is not 
responsible for any minor differences that may arise.

Because of its natural origin, the wood with time may 
suffer differences in color and texture, so we cannot ensure 
homogeneity of color in additional orders.
  

4. Product maintenance 

5. Packaging and transportation

6. Assembly instructions

7. Warranty

For cleaning use a cloth moistened with water. Do not use 
solvents or cleaning products. Avoid placing penetrating 
liquids, essential oils, perfumes, on top of the furniture.
For Fenix tops refer to the following link: http://www.
fenixforinteriors.com/es/maintenance.

The best care is prevention. Use holders, cloths and mats 
on surfaces that may suffer wear and tear.


